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DocOrigin - Solution Overview 

DocOrigin is an innovative and intuitive software solution for designing and generating dynamic business 
documents. Whether you need to produce large volumes of invoices or statements, or a single customer 

letter, DocOrigin handles your business-critical requirements quickly, easily, and affordably. What’s 

more, DocOrigin allows companies to leverage the data generated by older legacy systems, modern 
enterprise and customer management systems, and other line‐of‐business applications to create and 

generate affordable high-value documents. With DocOrigin you save money, build value and increase 

your return on investment in documents, technology and people. 

 
Why DocOrigin?  

Buy vs. Build 

The adage, if you build it they will come may be compelling, but we’ve done the building for you. 

We’re experts in enterprise document generation with years of experience building industry -leading 
solutions. Let’s face it, it t would be next to impossible for most OEM’s to build a solution as robust, 

proven and flexible than DocOrigin. And even better, our open source tools give you the ability to 

craft a tailor-made solution that will outperform anything else that is available on the market. Now 
you can focus on your line of business app and not on building and supporting document design and 

output technology. 

 

Integrate for Less 

Having a solution is one thing, it’s another to integrate that solution and make it a win for your 

customers and your company. At Eclipse, we provide an insanely robust solution with extended 
features that is easy to integrate. Now, you don’t have to increase the cost of your software in order 

to make a margin. With DocOrigin, you’ll be even more competitive. With DocOrigin you can speed 

your time to market:  licensing provides a robust solution into the market for the next product 
release and does not depend on a completely separate product design, build, test and support 

lifecycle. 

 

A Legacy of Expertise 

Not everyone is an expert in document generation systems…and you shouldn’t have to be. 
DocOrigin was developed by the founders of the e-forms industry – some of the same people who 

originally created Adobe JetForm. For over two decades we have worked with a vast array of 

enterprise clients and our solutions are trusted and proven in the most demanding environments.  
Now you can leverage that legacy of expertise into your own products and services while our expert 

consultants ensure that everything transitions smoothly.     
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High Performance Output  

When it comes to printing, DocOrigin is fast, flexible, and functional. Custom drivers produce PCL, 
Postscript, PDF and HTML at output rates of up to 15,000 pages per minute. These drivers provide a 

range of customization and performance-related settings that enable you to generate the output 

you want, where you want it, and when you want it. Drive the highest speed continuous feed ink jet 
printers and cut sheet lasers with a single solution. 

 

Integration Without Modification  

Our motto is Integration Without Modification and DocOrigin uses open standards and non-

proprietary approaches that help you leverage existing investments and integrate the solution much 
more quickly. DocOrigin can automatically pick up a data file and produce the document 

presentation and automate the delivery method of the document.  Because there are no user 

interfaces to build, little or no changes to existing ERP systems and software are required.  

 

Why Eclipse? 

As a software company or integrated service provider you specialize in delivering to your customers a 
specific solution which is created with the extensive industry knowledge of your team.   You are an 
expert in your field and Eclipse is an expert in the field of document design and generation software. 
Our team developed some of the most commercially successful software for designing, delivering, and 
presenting business critical documents.  In the end, your software generates information which needs to 
be presented and delivered to people and systems.  This is our area of expertise.  By working together to 
achieve mutually agreed-upon desired outcomes we both achieve improved economic benefits.  As an 
embedded solution our software will increase the value of your solution, while keeping you competitive 
in your industry. 
 
For over 20 years the Eclipse team has lead the way with software solutions that incorporate electronic 
forms, workflow automation, and customer communication management to bring about real 
operational savings, workflow efficiencies and marketplace advantages. Companies like ABC INOAC, 
Advantage 360, AT&T, California State University, CARQUEST, Eaton, GE Healthcare, ITOCHU, Konica 
Minolta, McKesson Medical Surgical, Mele Printing, Nucor Steel, Pella Corporation, PPG Aerospace, 
TransMontaigne, WORLDPAC and hundreds more, trust Eclipse for document solutions and support. At 
Eclipse, we pride ourselves on providing our customers with the best solutions and the best service and 
expertise available today. Learn more at EclipseCorp.US or call 678.408.1245. 
 
Please contact Eclipse today to discuss how Eclipse can help Epicor improve your solution, lower your 
R&D cost, and provide the document design and generation technology trusted by AT&T, McKesson, 
Nucor Steel. Pella, PPG Aerospace. The same software OEM’d by Advantage 360, GE Healthcare, Tyler 
Technologies and others in thousands of their customer sites.  Learn more at EclipseCorp.US or call Jeff 
Gary 678.408.1245 ex 504. 


